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Ways to Use Spiritual Oils

How to Work with Spiritual Oils
The Spiritual Oils I sell are handcrafted by the Lucky Mojo Curio Company and are created from real
botanical essential oils and herbs; plants have strong vibrational qualities and these oils are powerful and
extremely effective tools for working on a vibrational level. I have worked with many magical tools over the
years and these oils are by far the best that I have ever worked with.

Spiritual Oils can be used in multiple ways, applying them to your body, your environment, your tools
(magical or otherwise), added to other liquids and so much more. Below I've listed some ideas on how to
use oils to effect the change in your life that you wish to create. Don't be limited by this list though. Use
your own inspiration and creativity when using your oils. However, be aware; although these oils are
natural, they should never be taken internally.

Oils can be generally divided into two types: those which are used to bring desired things in and those
which are used to clear unwanted things out. It is often advisable to do clearing out and then do bringing
in, in that order.

AnnointingApply to your body in an downward motion, from your head down your torso to the tips of your
toes and from your armpits down your arms to the tips of your fingers to clear out. Apply to your body in an
upward motion, from the soles of your feet to armpits, from the palms of your hands to your armpits and then
up over your head to the crown of your head to bring in. Alternately, apply a dot of the oil to your chakras or to
your heart, hands, genitals or whatever body part is most appropriate for the work that you are doing.

Dressing a CandleApply 14 drops of oil to the candle in an downward motion to clear out or in an
upward motion to bring in. For more information on how to prepare a magic candle, go to my „Candle How To Guide”.
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Bath OilDrizzle 315 drops of oil into your bath water (approx 25 gal.) and use your bath as a place of
meditation and prayer for your intention.

InhalantAdd 34 drops of oil to a quart of hot water in a bowl or basin and place your face over the bowl
and inhale.

Massage Oil2040 drops of Spiritual Oil may be added to 4 oz. of Sweet Almond, Jojoba or any other
plain massage oil. Apply this oil to yourself or another for your intention.

Foot or Hand WashAdd 1015 drops to a quart of water. Wash hands and/or feet to remove negative
energies or to add the positive qualities you wish to bring in.

HomeIf you feel that your home is jinxed or to invite positive energies into your home, apply oil to door
frames, window frames, door handles to clear out any negativity. (I also recommend creating a room spray)

Room SprayAdd 20 drops of oil to 4 oz. of water in a spray bottle or atomizer. Shake to mix the contents
and then spray your space.

ToolsTo bring certain positive qualities to your work, apply oils to the tools of your trade (computer, cash
register, hammers, paint brushes, etc.)

AutoIf you have had bad luck with accidents or tickets, apply an uncrossing oil (or similar) to your car or
apply protection, safe travel, blessing, good luck or similar oils to your car.

.
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Working on OthersTo clear a negative person out of your life, place a little banishing (or similar) oil on an
item which only they will touch or add 1015 drops of oil (per 4 oz.) to the gift of some lotion, liquid soap or
shampoo which they will use on their body. To bring in the results you want from others, such as lovers, clients,
bosses or family members, place a little oil on an item which they will touch or add it to the gift of some lotion or
shampoo which they will use on their body.

Specific Methods for Certain Oils

Some oils also have specific application methods which enhance their effectiveness.

Crown of SuccessAnoint the head: place oil on thumb, index, and middle fingers of dominant hand.
Starting at the bridge of the nose, brush outward, above and parallel to the eyebrows, with thumb and
middle finger, then brush upward from the bridge of the nose along midline of scalp with index finger.

Blessing OilAnoint the base of the skill, where the skull joins the spinal column for healing,
powerenhancing, and other lifechanging magic spells; use your palm and make a massagelike
squeezingrubbing motion, end with an upward brush of the palm.

Come to Me, Follow Me Boy, Love Me, Stay With Me, Lavender Love Dropsor other oils intended to
draw, keep, or enforce faithfulness in a lover  Annoint the genitals of yourself or your love. Anoint the penis
from tip to root, or anoint the vulva from perineum to clitoris; this draws the person closer.

Money Drawing, Money Stay With Me, Attraction, Lodestoneor other money oil  Apply to your money,
wallet or cash register.
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Good Luck, Lucky Mojo, Lucky 13, Lady Luck, Lucky Buddahor other luck or money oil  Apply to
your money before gambling.

Van Van OilCan be used for dressing a lucky rabbit foot charm.

Blending Oils

Sometimes you may have a situation where one oil alone doesn't address all your issues. In that case,
blend or layer oils to bring in or clear out what is necessary. For example, If you have been having
arguments with your loved one, you can use both Reconciliation to make up and Peaceful Home to keep
it that way. Or, if you're going gambling, you might want to use a combination of Money Drawing and
Good Luck. Let your needs and your imagination guide you to the perfect customized combination.

To learn how to use Spiritual Oils, listen to the Magic and the Law of Attraction Podcast 
Episode 6: Spiritual Oils: Real or Fake?

www.MagicAndTheLawOfAttraction.com  www.ParlourOfWonders.com
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